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Planetary Life-Support System for all life

Health Planetary Physiology: Homeostasis
Homo sapiens: one of (still) many species of mammals

Syndrome of modern global change

Our perception depends on the distance we have …
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Planetary Physiology

Limitations in the flows 
between a community and its life-

support system limit the growth of the 
community

For Home sapiens, the flows are 
regulated by ethical, social, and - recently - 

economic rules
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Assessing the risk …
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Assessing the risk …
Plastics are 

missing
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Plastic: A Symptom of the Syndrome of Modern Global Change
448 Mt in 2015

Average usetime: 5 
years

Average lifetime:
500 - 5,000 years

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2018/06/plastic-planet-waste-pollution-trash-crisis/

A LIFETIME OF 
PLASTIC
The first plastics made 
from fossil fuels are just 
over a century old.They 
came into widespread 
use after World War II 
and are found today in 
everything from cars to 
medical devices to food 
packaging. Their useful 
lifetime varies. Once 
disposed of, they break 
down into smaller 
fragments that linger for 
centuries.

JASON TREAT AND RYAN WILLIAMS, NGM STAFF
SOURCE: ROLAND GEYER, UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
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400 million tons (Mt)

448 Mt in 2015

161Mt < 6 months

Average lifetime: 
5 years

Build.+Const.:       72 Mt, 35 yrs

Industrial mach.:     3 Mt, 20 yrs

Transportation:      30 Mt, 13 yrs

Electrical:              19 Mt, 8 yrs

Textiles:                 65 Mt, 5 yrs

Consum. prod.:     46 Mt, 3 yrs

Packaging:          161 Mt, <0.5 yrs}
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What we Know: Plastic is produced a lot

2% annual increase in production:

2025: 550 Mt

2035: 670 Mt

2045:  817 Mt


Total production:

2015: 7 Bt

2045: 26 Bt


1% in the ocean: 260 Mt


In coastal built environment prone to 
disasters:


1.7 Bt




Supplemental Figure 1. (a) Percent distribution of U.S. production of plastic resins in 2014. HDPE = High 
Density Polyethylene; LLDPE = Linear Low Density Polyethylene; LDPE = Low Density Polyethylene; PP = 
Polypropylene; PS = Polystyrene; PVC = Polyvinyl Chloride; PET = Polyethylene Terephthalate. (b) Percent 
distribution of U.S. resin sales and captive use of thermoplastics (all materials shown in top panel except 
thermosets) according to major markets in 2014. Source: American Chemistry Council (2015). From 

Lavender Law (2017)
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What we Know: Plastic is found everywhere



https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/oct/04/san-francisco-microplastics-study-bay
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https://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2019/1048/ofr20191048.pdf
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https://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2019/1048/ofr20191048.pdf

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/aug/12/raining-plastic-colorado-usgs-microplastics
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What we Know: Plastic is not handled well

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/17/recycling-plastic-wrong-guide



• In 1993, Patagonia became the first outdoor gear company to 
use recycled PET bottles to make some of its fleece garments. 

• This environmentally conscious firm proudly states that this was 

“a positive step towards a more sustainable system—one that 
uses fewer resources, discards less and better protects 
people’s health.” 

• Since then, some 92 million PET bottles have been transformed 

into articles of clothing. 

• However, for many firms that produce fleece pullovers and 

jackets, recent discoveries about microfibers in wastewater 
present a challenge to take a further innovative step to protect 
the environment.

https://www.plasticgarbageproject.org/en/plastic-life

“Solutions” that create new problems:

What we Know: Plastic is not handled well
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What we Know: impacting the present as well as future of many billions of people



https://www.ecowatch.com/green-turtles-eating-plastic-2639745375.html
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Do	microplas,cs	bioaccumulate?	

Do	microplas,cs	biomagnify?	

																														Provenger	(2018)

What we Know: impacting the present as well as future of many billions of people



https://phys.org/news/2017-09-brain-fish-affected-plastic-nanoparticles.html https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-10813-0
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Flows have accelerated in 
the last 200 years;  
exploded in the last 70 
years.

FLOWSEverything is about Flows
Earth: Life-Support System for many species

Planetary Physiology

The planetary physiology has been changed dramatically by 
modern society! 

Plastics in the planetary physiology will impact the 500 Billion to
 1 trillions of people to come during the next 5,000 years.

Does the plastics crisis violate the rights of those not yet born?

What we Know: impacting the present as well as future of many billions of people
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The Conceptual Architecture of ODIS (Spears et al., 2017)
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The Conceptual Architecture of ODIS (Spears et al., 2017)

Where are the Data and Knowledge?

… see Smail et al. (2019)
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Linking Data and Knowledge to Society

GEO, 2005



Linking Data and Knowledge to Society

https://www.ncseglobal.org/ncse-essays/could-digital-ecosystem-environment-have-potential-save-planet https://medium.com/@davidedjensen_99356/building-a-digital-ecosystem-for-the-planet-557c41225dc2



A Transformative Concept: From Data Being Passive Objects, to Data Being Active Subjects
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Intelligent 
Semantic Data Agents
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Linking Data and Knowledge to Society
From Data being passive objects, to data being active subjects
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Graph Data

https://www.mdpi.com/2306-5729/4/4/135


 
•Plastics have many many advantages - can replace many other materials
•Current mainstream economic model allows for production-costs only, without considering 

impact-costs
•Production is rapidly increasing
•Single/one-time use is a major fraction
•There is no recycling, only down-cycling
•Plastics are everywhere
•Plastics are in everything
•Plastics impact ecosystems and accelerate extinction
•Microplastics are in all food chains
•There are many time-lagged impacts: land fills, built environment, coastal infrastructure
•Sea-level rise, climate change impacts (including storms, wildfires) can disperse plastics
•…..
•The threat is increasingly better understood …
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